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Abstract

There is widespread consensus that false confessions are one of the leading causes of wrongful convictions. Because confessions are statements against interest, they are regarded by the justice system as inherently reliable. Consequently, police, prosecutors, judges, juries, and even defense counsel are predisposed to infer guilt, based on the confession. False confessions often result in the misdirection of resources, diminished public faith in the justice system, and the premature abandonment of an investigation that allows the actual culprit to remain free to commit additional crimes. This paper reviews the interrogation procedure currently in vogue in North America, describes inherent problems with it that compromise the reliability of admissions arising from it, and offers some suggestions for improvement.

resulting from false confessions include the misdirection of resources, diminished public faith in the justice system, and the premature abandonment of an investigation that allows the actual culprit to remain free to commit additional crimes. This article reviews the interrogation procedure currently in vogue in North America, describes how inherent problems with the protocol compromise the reliability of admissions arising from its use, and offers suggestions for reforming investigative interviewing.

No one would dispute that the ideal interrogation strategy (i.e., one that is “diagnostic”) secures confessions from guilty suspects but not from innocent ones. The “Reid technique” is the most influential and widely used police interrogation procedure in North America. Several comprehensive critiques have identified a number of fundamental and inter-related assumptions of that protocol, each of which lacks sound scientific support. Taken together, the validity of these views is sufficiently dubious so as to imperil the effectiveness of the entire exercise.


1. Detecting Deceit

The first false assumption underlying the Reid technique is the notion that innocent suspects can be distinguished from their guilty counterparts on the basis of an assortment of behavioral cues that are displayed during the initial interview. Simply put, guilty suspects appear deceptive. Their duplicity becomes apparent to the investigator who uses indicators from facial expressions, eye contact, posture, hand gestures, particular phrases, and various other “symptoms” of deceit. Suspects who are guarded, appear insincere, and are uncooperative, for instance, are assumed to be guilty. Misconceptions about the detection of deceit are not confined to the Reid manual. In Canada, The Law Enforcement Handbook, now in its 4th edition, informs the reader that a skilled interrogator needs to understand the hidden meaning of gestures. For example, “nervous manipulation of jewelry, small change, or bits of paper” is an indicator of deception, whereas “hands clasped behind head while answering” reflects truthfulness.

The problem with such “symptom analysis” approaches is that they do not work. Innocent suspects may say and do things that are incorrectly attributed to their assumed culpability. There is no compelling evidence that police (or anybody else) can detect deception with a high degree of accuracy. One study presented videotaped denials of mock suspects who were truly guilty or innocent of a mock crime to college students who had been trained in the Reid technique. They performed at chance when distinguishing liars from truth-tellers. Those who were trained were less accurate than untrained controls. Another study engaged trained, experienced investigators in the same task. They displayed chance-level accuracy, high

confidence and a response bias toward deception. The procedures that investigators trained in the Reid technique use to (purportedly) sort out the liars from the truth-tellers have no empirical foundation. The interviewers would be no less accurate if they simply flipped a coin.

Granhag and Vrij caution that¹⁰

To trust the information that these manuals provide in terms of cues to deception might result in misinterpretations of the verbal and nonverbal behaviours that a suspect shows. Such misinterpretations might, in turn, fuel suspect-driven investigations that might ultimately result in miscarriages of justice.

The training manual encourages investigators to trust their intuitions and to rely on a smorgasbord of behaviours, statements and reactions that are not, in fact, reliable cues to deceit. Because there is such a wide range of potential criteria to choose from, it is not surprising that the research reveals a mismatch between the accuracy of deceit judgments (little better than chance) and the confidence with which they are made (very high). The outcome of the initial screening is a defining moment because if deceit is “detected”, the suspect is assumed guilty and the subsequent interrogation is designed to extract a confession. The interrogation is not investigative in nature; rather, it is guilt-presumptive. Its purpose is to elicit a confession from a suspect who is “known” or strongly suspected to be guilty. Because the initial screening exercise is error-prone, many innocent suspects will potentially be subjected to highly intimidating interrogation techniques based on little more than a vague impression or a misinterpretation of the suspect’s demeanor.

2. Eliciting Confessions

The Reid procedure consists of a structured nine-step process comprised of confrontation and minimization strategies. The former entails forceful accusations, the presentation of evidence (either real or manufactured), and interruptions whenever denials are attempted by the suspect. Minimization involves the sympathetic presentation of moral justifications or explanations for the crime, often accompanied by the implication that a confession will result in leniency. The guilt-presumptive nature of this exercise creates a slippery slope for innocent suspects because it may set in motion a sequence of reciprocal observations and reactions between the suspect and the interrogator that serve to confirm the interrogator’s belief in the suspect’s guilt. Increased distress on the part of the suspect may be interpreted as resistance, thereby motivating the interrogator to redouble his or her efforts to extract a confession.

From the suspect’s perspective, isolation, fatigue and fear may produce a compliant (but false) confession from a person who merely wants to extricate himself from an aversive situation and/or who succumbs to implied threats of dire consequences or implicit promises of clemency. The suspect is stressed, anxious, scared, confused, without social support, and presented with falsely constrained alternatives. In one recent Ontario case, the cognitively impaired defendant (ultimately acquitted) in a child sexual assault case was asked during his two-hour interrogation: “Are you another Paul Bernardo or did you do this out of love?” The suspect may make a regrettable but understandable decision about the perceived costs and benefits of confessing. Are they confessing to something they did, or are they signing on to the spin that the interrogator has persuaded them is in their best interests to endorse? Notwithstanding the authors’ assertions regarding the imperviousness of innocent suspects to these tactics, there is no psychological reason to assume that they would be immune to them, and the numerous DNA-exonerated defendants who confessed shows that they were clearly susceptible to these practices.

Sometimes a suspect produces an “internalized false confession”. The suspect may actually come to believe, albeit tentatively, in his or her own culpability. Illusory beliefs about criminal actions can be cultivated by the interrogator’s use of pseudo-technical explanations of how the crime could have occurred without the culprit’s conscious awareness. After three long interrogation sessions during which incriminating (but

false) evidence was presented to him, Michael Crowe appeared to concede that he had killed his sister and somehow blocked the event from his memory. During the police investigation of Darrelle Exner's murder in Regina in 1996, after several hours of interrogation the police persuaded Joel Labadie that he had "blackened out" and could not recall committing the murder to which he eventually falsely confessed. "It's like they kill your spirit", Labadie recalled. Reprinted below is how a retired school teacher described his own interrogation which induced a confession to sexual touching. The confession was ultimately excluded at trial.

I had never been in any kind of trouble in my life and always respected authority. This was the worst day of my life. I trusted the officer who was going to interview me. I decided I would answer all his questions.

He started out being very friendly but then he got into a badgering mode and he was getting angry. I am not comfortable with confrontations and never have been. I often give in to arguments easily.

He kept badgering me. He assumed I did it. I was finally manipulated into saying "I'm sorry for it" but I meant sorry for what had happened and he assumed I was saying I did it. I was totally frustrated with his badgering and putting words in my mouth. I started to go along with some of his statements about me. I felt beaten down. He kept saying things about me and then getting angry if I denied them. I felt totally helpless. My denials were thrown back at me in anger. I felt I had no other options because all my life I have respected authority. It was a long interview and I was totally exhausted by it and I wanted it to end. I actually did not say that I had touched that girl. In essence, he did all the talking and expected me to agree with him. I simply agreed with authority to get it over with after an exasperating two hours. I tried to be vague with my answers and humour him. I simply made up a lot of stuff.

As intended, the interrogation techniques persuaded the suspect that the costs of denying his involvement in the crime outweighed the costs of making some admissions. His denials of wrongdoing were called "bullshit", he was told the case was "open and shut", and he was given the choice of admitting he needed help or spending two years in jail. The suspect's respect for authority and uneasiness with confrontation made him no match for his opponent.

In many instances, it does not occur to an innocent suspect that he is in an adversarial situation (and is being lied to) until it is too late. Indeed, the initial stages of the interrogation often contain offers of sympathy and assistance. The detective may express a wish to help the suspect, contingent on the latter's confession. Frequently, it is stated or implied that the detective can influence the prosecutor's actions, and that a "second chance" may be offered, again contingent on a confession. For example, in a recent murder investigation in northern Ontario, the suspect was informed by her interrogator, "If I thought you were a cold blooded person who's been planning this for weeks, I wouldn't even be in this room talking to you because those are the kind of people that don't deserve a second chance... I need to be able to go to the crown attorney or the prosecutor and say with confidence that this is not a plan that Mary had been thinking about for a long time". While implied offers of leniency may be on the table, protestations of innocence are not countenanced. In the above situation Mary is told from the outset that "...we know what happened. All of our forensic experts have done all their work... There's no doubt, there's no doubt that you're the one that stabbed Martin, all right. That's clear." This theme is repeated continuously with resolute confidence.

Viewed in terms of operant conditioning principles, an association is established between denial of involvement and the unpleasantness of the interrogation. The suspect learns the futility of asserting his or her innocence because it simply prolongs the discomfort. Advocates of the Reid technique assume that an innocent suspect will recognize the interrogator's lie(s) and refuse to capitulate, but obduracy is only one of a variety of possible outcomes. When exaggerated (or fabricated) inculpatory evidence is presented (repeatedly) with unwavering conviction an innocent suspect might infer


that if this particular detective is prepared to lie so blatantly, so too might others. Faced with the prospect of a corrupt system, a plea might make rational sense. Alternatively, the contrived evidence could be so psychologically disorienting that the suspect feels trapped, terrified and helpless. The perceived inevitability of a conviction may trigger such despair that the suspect becomes compliant, vulnerable and highly susceptible to the interrogator's suggestions and offers of "help". Courts are sometimes sensitive to the oppressive nature of the Reid technique.\(^\text{14}\)

When stripped to its essentials the Reid Technique is solely designed to convince the suspect that he is caught, that the police have overwhelming evidence that he is the culprit, and that there is no way that the suspect will be able to convince the interrogator or anyone else involved in the Criminal Justice System that he didn't do the crime.

Legal scholars and psychologists on both sides of the border have been cataloguing and lamenting these coercive and manipulative tactics for more than a decade. Leo and his colleagues note that:\(^\text{15}\)

Currently, police interrogation is thoroughly and intentionally deceptive: Police routinely lie to and mislead suspects about their role in the interrogation, the facts of the case, and the (real or alleged) evidence against the suspect. Police also routinely lie to and manipulate suspects during the post-admission portion of the interrogation. Many scholars have argued that police lying about evidence (false evidence plays) may heighten the risk of eliciting false or unreliable confessions.

It is not unusual for investigators to describe (or even display) fabricated evidence. Recent research has demonstrated that doctored video evidence can induce people to provide false eyewitness testimony against another person,\(^\text{16}\) and even to falsely confess, and believe that they had taken some money.\(^\text{17}\)


\(^{17}\) R.A. Nash and K.A. Wade, "Innocent but Proven Guilty: Eliciting Internalized False Confessions using Doctored-Video Evidence" (2009), 23 Applied Cognitive Psychology 624.

\(^{18}\) R. v. Oickle, supra, footnote 1, at paras. 34-35.


\(^{20}\) Ibid., at paras. 68 and 69.
According to Don Stuart, the judgement in Oickle “reads like a Manual for Coercive Interrogation”.21

Other cases are also disturbing. In R. v. Khansaivyath, the accused was struck by a police vehicle and tasered during his arrest. After being cautioned at the scene, he told police officers that he had just taken heroin and was feeling ill. During his stay at the police station, he informed officers that he felt sick and that his head hurt. Hospital records confirmed that the accused had presented with extensive and superficial bruising. During the recorded police interview the accused expressed his desire to remain silent approximately 47 times. The accused’s statements were nevertheless admitted as voluntary during his trial.

Sometimes police misinformation expands to deceive acquaintances of the suspect. In a recent case in southern Ontario, investigators initiated a conversation with the suspect’s father that lasted an hour and a half, during which the father was informed of the irrefutable scientific proof of his son’s guilt. The father was also told that his son, when informed of the evidence against him, had “run out the door”. None of this was true. The next day the father phoned his son and in order to “push him to the edge” told him that he had seen the incriminating photos (he had not) and urged him to confess. The son repeatedly denied any wrongdoing, upon which his father proclaimed him to be a “loser” and no longer a member of the family. Within an hour, the son attended the local police station and announced that he was there to “take responsibility” and start serving his time. During the course of the ensuing five-hour interrogation some self-incriminating statements were made.

3. The Missing Science

As noted above, an additional false assumption underlying the interrogation process is the belief that innocent suspects are immune to the tactics of the Reid technique. The manual is replete with unsupported pronouncements regarding what an innocent (compared to a guilty) suspect “would do”. Trainees are repeatedly assured that false confessions are highly improbable: “none of the steps is apt to make an innocent person confess”; “the prescribed efforts... would, in no way, be apt to cause an innocent person to confess”; “It is our clear position that merely introducing fictitious evidence during an interrogation would not cause an innocent person to confess.”23 Perhaps most telling is the assertion that: “none of what is recommended is apt to induce an innocent person to offer a confession.”24

Surely these statements go to the heart of the problem. An exclamation mark is a poor substitute for a sound empirical foundation. At least 20% of all DNA post-conviction exonerations entailed confessions, and many crimes do not lend themselves to DNA testing. Moreover, laboratory simulations demonstrate that innocent research participants succumb to Reid technique tactics and produce non-trivial false confessions to misdeeds that they did not commit. For example Russano and colleagues enticed university students to “confess” that they had cheated on a problem-solving task that they were supposed to be working on independently. They found that diagnosticity was highest when no Reid tactics were used (46% of guilty suspects confessed vs. only 6% of innocents) and worst when both minimization (e.g., sympathy; face-saving excuses) and maximization (offers of leniency) strategies were employed. In the latter instance, true confessions increased by 35% but at a cost, namely a seven-fold increase in false confessions.25

Dauhert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.26 and two subsequent U.S. Supreme Court decisions (General Electric Co. v. Joiner,27 Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael28) declared that the admissibility of expert opinion evidence should depend on the scientific quality of the evidence. Judges were, in effect, being asked to evaluate the reliability of the principles and methods

23. Inbau et al., supra, footnote 4, at pp. 212, 365 and 429 (emphasis added).
24. Ibid., at p. 313 (emphasis in original).
underlying the proffered evidence. Since then, much attention has been paid to whether or not Daubert and its progeny have actually improved the quality of expert opinion evidence, but nobody would dispute the benefits of improving its scientific rigor. Gallini has noted a glaring disconnect between the courts’ concern with the empirical foundation of expert opinion evidence and the routine admission of confessions obtained from the Reid technique. He argues, persuasively in our opinion, that because the latter’s basic operating assumptions are unscientific, confessions arising from the Reid procedure should be declared inadmissible: “. . . the Supreme Court has provided a test to assess the validity of expert evidence and the Reid technique utterly fails that test. Any ‘scientific’ technique should, at a minimum, pass Daubert’s factors with ease.”

A parallel situation exists with respect to the admissibility of hypnotically refreshed memories. In R. v. Trochym, the Canadian Supreme Court determined that post-hypnosis testimony does not satisfy the test for admissibility set out in R. v. J. (J.-L.) because of the unreliability of the procedure. The Reid technique tactics are often successful in extracting “true” confessions from guilty suspects. Regrettably, the same tactics produce false confessions from innocent suspects. There is no scientific basis from which to conclude that the Reid approach is reliable and diagnostic.

In Phillion, the Ontario Court of Appeal expressed reservations about the scientific reliability of expert opinion evidence on false confessions, notwithstanding Justice Iacobucci’s acknowledgement in R. v. Oickle of the large body of literature on why someone would confess falsely. These basic social science principles of social cognition and persuasion that delineate the manipulative tactics of the Reid technique have been identified and elaborated upon for decades. This is not “novel science.” What is distinctive about it is the application of these principles to the forensic contexts in which false confessions occur, not the principles themselves. As noted by Justice Rosenberg in R. v. Osman, “most people would find it hard to understand why someone would admit to a crime they did not commit.” Jurors are predisposed to place far more weight on dispositional factors underlying confessions, compared to situational influences: This tendency is referred to as the “attributional error”. Even though mock jurors show awareness of the coercive tactics used to elicit a confession, they often vote to convict anyway. Expert opinion evidence may assist in safeguarding against this bias. Mock jury research has shown that expert testimony reduced guilty verdicts and boosted the perceived coerciveness of the interrogation techniques. Such testimony may temper the effects of the attribution error by drawing jurors’ attention to the situational determinants of suspects’ decisions. More generally, an expert can assist the court when the reliability of a specific confession is being queried. The assessment would not

---


31. Ibid., at p. 579.


36. Supra, footnote 1.


4. Does the Right to Silence Provide Protection?

Upon arrest, suspects are routinely informed by police of their right to legal counsel and (usually) their right to remain silent. Essentially, these rights are intended to afford suspects some protective power against the authoritative hand of the state. During custodial interrogations accused persons are under state control and are, thus, vulnerable to coercion. The right to silence originated in order to protect suspects from self-incrimination and false confessions. Similarly, in the United States, the Miranda warning was devised to achieve a balance between the inherently powerful resources at the state’s disposal and the vulnerability of the detainee. In the United States, when a suspect comprehends (and waives) the right to silence, that waiver constitutes an important aspect of the voluntariness of any subsequent admission. Voluntariness, in turn, affects the admissibility of a confession. In Canada, the matter is less straightforward. The Crown can show voluntariness by demonstrating that the accused was treated fairly, including by being given a meaningful opportunity to consult counsel. If the accused was denied the right to consult counsel the voluntariness claim may be compromised; however, separate analyses of the right to counsel and the right to silence are required. A breach of the right to counsel may, on its own, cause the exclusion of a statement, even a voluntary statement. An involuntary statement, however, will be excluded, regardless of whether or not the right to counsel was respected. The burden is on the Crown to show that statements were made voluntarily and were not induced by promises, threats or oppressive treatment.

The chart below shows that there are significant legal and procedural differences between the United States and Canada with respect to the “right to silence”. Notwithstanding these disparities, in neither country is there strong evidence that the right to silence affords much protection. In order to validly waive the right, detainees must understand what it is they are relinquishing. Rogers and his colleagues have shown that there is wide variability in both the content and comprehensibility of Miranda cautions, with reading levels ranging from grade four to second year college level. Similarly, the Canadian cautions are not uniform across jurisdictions or provinces. The wording in many cases is remarkably obtuse and stilted: “You have nothing to hope from any promise or favour and nothing to fear from any threat whether or not you say anything.”

Despite differences in the length and content of the caution, with rare exception the Canadian right to silence cautions all indicate that any statement from the accused may be used “in evidence”.

---

41. Infra, section 6.
Features of the Charter's (Canada) and Miranda's (U.S.) "Right to Silence" Caution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>right to silence</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duty of police to inform detainee</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>described to detainee as a &quot;right&quot;</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right to have counsel present during questioning</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questioning must stop upon assertion of right to silence</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after consulting counsel questioning cannot resume without counsel's presence</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example the caution in most of Ontario reads:

You are charged with X. Do you wish to say anything in answer to the charge? You are not obliged to say anything unless you wish to do so, but whatever you say may be given in evidence.

Such legal jargon is fertile ground for miscommunication because a suspect could easily infer (falsely) that they have an opportunity to get an exculpatory statement on record. Such statements, however, can be of no assistance to the accused at trial. As McIntyre J. stated in R. v. Simpson: "As a general rule, the statements of an accused person made outside court . . . are receivable in evidence against him but not for him." The law with respect to the admissibility of an accused's statements at his own behest can be complicated for counsel, let alone for an uneducated accused faced with the "choice" of giving a statement or not. The confusion becomes relevant when an accused (as was the case in R. v. Singh) gives a statement denying culpability in the incident charged, but providing other information such as innocent explanations only to have those explanations or denials come back to form admissions at trial when tied to other police evidence.

49. Ibid., at paras. 11-13.

Studies in the United States reveal that most adult offenders have not completed a high school education, and further, their reading level is much lower than their years of education. In addition, individuals with mental retardation are overrepresented in the criminal justice system. Consequently, it has been suggested that a warning requiring anything above a grade six reading level would likely be incomprehensible to a significant proportion of suspects. Research in Canada reveals similar problems of comprehension regarding the right to silence caution.

Particular groups of individuals are at increased risk of being unable to understand and implement their rights—specifically, youth and individuals with mental retardation. They are uniquely vulnerable to certain interviewer tactics. For example, not only do interviewees with mental retardation demonstrate poor comprehension of the Miranda warnings, they are also more likely to change their response in order to please the interviewer following friendly rather than unfriendly or neutral feedback. This finding is of particular interest because police often act amicably in order to develop "rapport" with the suspect, in the hopes of eliciting a confession. The fifth theme of the second step in the Reid technique specifically instructs police interrogators to take advantage of suspects' needs for trust.
gratification and attention and to develop rapport by using compliments and false praise: "the uneducated and underprivileged are more vulnerable to flattery than the educated person." 56

In Canada, a study of juveniles' comprehension of the caution found that fewer than half of the 192 students interviewed invoked their right to silence, 57 and in another study those who did assert their right to silence did not fully comprehend their rights or the implications of waiving them. 58 Although it is common for youth and people with cognitive disabilities to misunderstand their right to silence, comprehension may be a problem under the best of circumstances. Even well educated samples (undergraduate university students) under ideal conditions do not fully understand the purposes of the caution. 59 Apart from stilted phrasing and unfamiliar terminology, the manner in which the caution is delivered may further impair its comprehension. There is an accelerating decline in speech comprehension for native speakers when the speech rate exceeds 200 words per minute. 60 Snook and his colleagues examined a sample of police interviews conducted over a 10-year period in Atlantic Canada. The average speed of delivery was an astonishing 263 words per minute, and in some instances the rate exceeded 300 words per minute — 50% faster than the upper range for adequate comprehension. Apart from the speed of delivery, it is not unusual for the police to imply to the detainee that notifying him of his rights is an insignificant preliminary formality. 61

56. Supra, footnote 4, at p. 271.
59. Supra, footnote 53.
61. L.S. Wrightsman, "The Supreme Court on Miranda Rights and Interrogations: The Past, the Present, and the Future" in G. Daniel Lassiter and
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Okay, alright. We got to go through some things with you before we get started, okay. . . . Things on either side of you are microphones. . . . This is the best way of capturing the interview and you and I can sit down and talk with one another, okay. [delivered prior to the caution being read [emphases added]]

And in another case:

. . . ok, also basically stating that ah you are not obligated to tell me anything unless you wish to do so, so you are under no obligation to talk to me right now about this at all, ok, that's something else ah I'll explain to you and if you want to talk to me I hope you are going to want to talk to me to clear this up. [emphasis added]

Because of its wording, the caution may not be properly understood in the first place, it may or may not be properly delivered, and those who are most in need of it (the innocent) are predisposed to waive it. Rarely does a police questioner explain the caution in simple terms, or more preferably, ask the suspect to explain what they understand the caution to mean and/or its implication in their decision to speak or remain silent. Such an explanation would speak volumes about the suspect's level of understanding, and as such, the reliability of any confession subsequently given.

Establishing that a suspect understands the full implications of his or her right to silence is a goal that is inconsistent with the purposes of the interrogation — obtaining a confession. The interrogator is often the same agent that communicates the caution, which, if properly grasped, is going to preclude any interrogation taking place. Consequently, when explaining legal rights to a suspect, police may (consciously or not) minimize their importance, present the rights as mere formalities, neglect to ensure actual understanding, 62 or pressure suspects into compliance. 63 As Michalshyn has


63. Supra, footnote 51; J. Baldwin, "Police Interview Techniques: Establishing Truth or Proof?" (1993), 33 British Journal of Criminology 325.
right to silence within the voluntariness rule, and has attracted criticisms. Justice Abella held for the Supreme Court in *R. v. Turcotte* that adverse inferences should not be drawn against someone who is silent at the pre-trial stage as it would be a “snare and delusion” to advise about the right to silence and then to turn around and use silence as a sign of guilt. Why isn’t it a snare and delusion to say a suspect has the right to silence but allow police to ignore its exercise?

In *Singh* the court noted that although the suspect can seek refuge in silence, there is no right “not to be spoken to by state authorities.” The distinction is significant and essentially makes the right to silence meaningless. Typically, a suspect will have been instructed by counsel to remain silent. Upon the assertion of this right, it is routinely ignored and subverted by the police. The suspect’s resolve may crumble in the face of evidence (real or fabricated) and his possible confusion regarding legal advice to remain silent juxtaposed with the police’s unremitting questions. At this juncture, the suspect might wish to seek further assistance from counsel. Following the recent decision in *Sinclair*, he will not get it. In a 5-4 decision the Supreme Court ruled that the right to counsel is a one-time-only opportunity, with few exceptions. The majority further opined that the essential purpose of the right to counsel is informational rather than protective. Sinclair had been arrested for murder. After being advised of his right to counsel, he had two three-minute telephone conversations with his lawyer prior to a police interrogation that lasted five hours. During this time, Sinclair stated several times that he had nothing to say regarding the investigation and also asked repeatedly that he be allowed to talk to his lawyer,* etc.*
5. Tunnel Vision, Confirmation Bias and the Elasticity of Evidence

The much decried “tunnel vision” is frequently invoked to account for a wrongful conviction. The term refers to various cognitive biases and fallibilities that compromise rational decision-making. In the forensic arena, exclusive concentration on a specific suspect constricts the focus of attention and precludes consideration of disconfirming evidence or alternative paths of investigation. Racehorses are sometimes fitted with “blinders”, the purpose of which is to keep the horse fixated on what is in front of him. In a racing context, restricting the horse’s attention is adaptive, but in criminal investigations a preoccupation with a suspect who is prematurely assumed to be guilty is counterproductive because potentially important counterevidence is ignored, overlooked or misinterpreted. Single-minded fixation is functional for the racehorse, but such a posture is the antithesis of what is required for an objective criminal investigation.

Tunnel vision is not just a consequence of investigative overreach on the part of occasional zealots blinded by their passionate desire for a conviction. The psychological makeup or idiosyncratic motives of individual investigators are irrelevant if the methods of investigation routinely subject innocent suspects to psychological pressures that are known to be powerfully influential. In the scientific community it is recognized that “objectivity” is not a state of mind. True impartiality requires more than just good intentions. Objectivity is enshrined in the methods, design features, control groups, etc. that characterize scientific rigor. Researchers appreciate that they need to protect themselves from their own biases. In the domain of police interrogations, the necessary controls are not in place and strong biases remain unacknowledged and uncorrected.

In many respects, tunnel vision is systemic and inherent in the investigative process. Findley and Scott use the term “prescribed tunnel vision” to refer to police training that explicitly and deliberately cultivates tunnel vision. For example, consider the effect on front line investigators of the belief that innocent suspects are immune to the ploys of the Reid technique. If the interrogation methods are not initially successful in eliciting a confession from the assumed-to-be-guilty suspect, the logical next step would entail the interrogator redoubling his or her efforts. Because it is assumed that innocent suspects will not succumb to the pressures, there are no risks associated with becoming even

more aggressive and more confrontational. The ensuing confession confirms the value of both the interrogation tactics themselves, and the “indicators of deception” that triggered the interrogation in the first place. Confessions are compelling to jurors. If a conviction is secured, the reliability of the interrogation method that elicited the “confession” is reconfirmed. The entire exercise is self-reinforcing, but the empirical foundation for its assumed success is illusory.

The guilt-presumptive nature of the interrogation also extends to other aspects of the investigation. Forensic information that is inconsistent with the confession is often ignored or its reliability downplayed when it is incompatible with acceptance of the confession. Some types of evidence may be more easily manipulated to confirm an investigator’s suspicions than others. For example, evidence arising from eyewitness identifications is somewhat “elastic” and susceptible to varying interpretations. Police trainees were provided with case materials from a homicide where the evidence pointed to a specific suspect. After indicating their perceptions of culpability and the strength of the evidence, a new piece of evidence was introduced that was either consistent or inconsistent with the presumption of guilt. When the new evidence was consistent with the presumption of guilt, respondents emphasized aspects of the evidence that enhanced its reliability (e.g., viewing distance, lighting conditions). Paradoxically, the very same features cited as enhancing evidence reliability in the consistent condition were used to discredit reliability in the inconsistent condition (e.g., “the witness was very near the suspect”, vs. “the distance of 10m makes the reliability questionable”).

Confessions have even been shown to contaminate the impact of what would otherwise have been independent exculpatory evidence. When eyewitnesses to a mock crime

81. Ibid., at p. 1255.

were told that a different lineup member than the one they had selected had confessed, a majority changed the identifications. Of those who had not made an initial identification, half subsequently “selected” the confessors once his identity was revealed. Even fingerprint evidence is more open to interpretation than we might suppose. Dror and Cole described studies that show that expert fingerprint examiners, when examining the same prints within different contexts, sometimes reach different and contradictory conclusions.

While the interrogation is largely guilt-presumptive from the outset, the process is not necessarily carried out with a conscious intention to confirm culpability. The ensuing “confession”, however, is a signal that the method used to elicit it is valid. From the perspective of the interrogator, the personal experience of success, combined with other sources of positive feedback (e.g., praise from superiors, convictions) establishes a degree of confidence in the procedure that belies the objective empirical evidence. The actual reliability of the exercise cannot be greater than the reliability of the initial prescreening test that identifies “deception” — a test known to be woefully unreliable. As we noted earlier the cues to deception elucidated by the Inbau et al. manual are numerous, although unreliable. A suspect who is, by nature, insecure, deferential and inarticulate may be predisposed to exhibit “symptoms” of deceit (e.g., averted gaze, submissive posture, muted speech). These suspects are at increased risk for producing false confessions because the very characteristics that (falsely) expose them as “deceitful” are the same
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characteristics that may render them especially susceptible to the abrasive tactics of the subsequent interrogation.

6. The Importance of the Post-Admission Narrative

Kassin\(^7\) has characterized false confessions arising from the Reid technique as "Hollywood productions". Many have features that jurors associate with credibility. A persuasive confession is one that contains a motive, a method and corroborative details. An innocent suspect's self-incriminating admissions may well contain precise information about the crime scene, descriptions of the weapon, commentary about the state of the victim, etc., but many of these details are ultimately unconfirmable, generic or as attributable to external sources as to personal experience. In addition, the suspect may supply poignant testimony about his or her emotional condition during and subsequent to the crime. Because the account is so richly nuanced and textured, it can have the ring of authenticity. What jurors may not know is that much (or all) of the detail was made available to the suspect during the interrogation by means of leading questions, photographs or newspaper accounts. The resulting narrative is not easily distinguished from one that is based on actual experience.

The Reid manual (Steps 8 and 9) instructs the interrogator to develop the details of the offence and convert a verbal confession into a written statement.\(^8\) An innocent suspect will not know the intimate details of the crime and he will need the officer’s “help” to turn his “I did it” admission into a credible written confession. This “help” comes in one of two forms. It has been provided to the suspect either by the media or by the police. In cases of false confession it is improbable that all the minute, crucial details that the suspect provided were either leaked to the public or correctly guessed. Rather, such details are, intentionally or not, supplied by the police. During the post-admission phase of an interrogation, police continue to be accusatorial and confrontational, and to use manipulative interrogation techniques (e.g. minimization and maximization) if the suspect’s statements are inconsistent with the officer’s beliefs about how and why the crime was committed.\(^9\) Investigators attempt to fashion a confession that appears to be both credible and unprompted — as though it came from the suspect and was not fed to him. To do so, they employ an array of suggestive interrogation techniques that, deliberately or inadvertently, shape the suspect’s account.\(^10\) For example, by means of leading questions, a “brick” becomes a piece of concrete;\(^11\) the material used to bind a murder victim’s hands evolves from a rope, a belt, a clothesline, and finally, the cord from a Venetian blind.\(^12\) In an unreported case in northern Ontario, crime scene analysis showed that during the murder of an elderly pensioner, the killer had hung bed sheets over the apartment windows and had fastened them in place with kitchen knives. This fact was never made public. Some months later, a prison inmate serving time for an unrelated crime voluntarily confessed (falsely) to the murder in an attempt to garner respect (and fear) from other inmates who had been mistreating him. During the course of a four-hour interrogation, this incontestably unique aspect of the crime (bed sheets held up with knives) was “extracted” from the suspect by means of a series of suggestive questions.

At trial, a confession is often so compelling\(^3\) that contradictory evidence appears trivially inconsequential once a defendant has confessed.\(^4\) Part of what makes the admissions believable is the procedures police use to script a credible, and
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apparently spontaneous, narrative. False confessions sometimes withstand trial and appellate scrutiny because the post-admission narrative beguiles lawyers, judges and juries. Judges tend to focus their attention on the determinants of voluntariness and reliability, and they instruct jurors to do the same. They strive to establish that the suspect was not coerced or forced to conform to the investigator's account of how the crime happened. Prosecutors contribute to the problem by downplaying inconsistencies and emphasizing the powerful non-public facts "volunteered" in the confession.95

The Reid technique is not the only investigative procedure at risk of eliciting false confessions. The "Mr. Big" undercover operation96 goes to great lengths to create a carefully staged situation in which it is clearly in the suspect's self-interest to confess to a crime that he may (or may not) have committed. The final "confession" is videotaped and shown to the jury. Often there is little by way of corroborating evidence of guilt. The confession may not go beyond the stark admission of responsibility. Without the "confession" the police would have little or no substantive evidence implicating the target in the crime. Consequently, in such situations part of the assessment of reliability should contain an appraisal of the post-admission narrative.97 How, where and when was the crime committed? Does the confession provide investigators with forensic details that could lead to independently incriminating evidence? Does the defendant supply accurate corroborating evidence that was not otherwise available from the media or from the investigators themselves? In one undercover operation98 two different suspects were ensnared in the subterfuge. Both confessed, and both reported having acted alone. There are numerous other instances99 in which the admissions contained improbable or incorrect elements or omitted details that the actual killer would certainly have known. Despite a dearth of independent confirmation, confessions alone are often enough to persuade juries to convict.

7. Alternatives to Reid

Research is emerging that offers alternatives to the Reid methods of lie detection and of interrogation. More detailed descriptions can be found in the cited works. We briefly outline three approaches that are based on sound, well-documented psychological principles.

(1) Strategic Disclosure of Evidence

In 2003, DePaulo100 and her colleagues undertook a large-scale meta-analysis of psychological studies in an attempt to distinguish reliable cues to deception from unreliable ones. The Strategic Use of Evidence (SUE) technique is based largely on the findings from this meta-analysis. Here, the interviewer withholds certain pieces of evidence from the suspect in an attempt to catch the suspect in a lie.101 Guilty detainees' lies may be exposed if they are unaware of the evidence against

97. DePaulo et al., supra, footnote 84.
them. For example, a suspect may deny ever having been to the victim’s house if he did not know that his fingerprints were found there. If the suspect did know of the fingerprint evidence, he could easily incorporate a benign visit to the victim into his story. The researchers hypothesized that revealing potentially incriminating information later (as opposed to earlier) in the interrogation would elicit inconsistencies in the suspect’s account that could be used as a marker of deception. The hypothesis was supported. Research participants who viewed videos of interrogations were able to identify deceptive statements with much higher accuracy when evidence was disclosed late (68%), compared to early (41%) in the interview. This approach is a promising substitute to the Reid method of behaviour analysis because it has an empirical basis and a sophisticated theoretical rationale.

(2) Asking Unanticipated Questions

This tactic can be employed when two or more suspects are being interviewed individually about their joint involvement in a given crime. Vrij and his colleagues found that the responses of pairs of liars corresponded less with each other than those of pairs of truth-tellers when responding to unanticipated questions. In this study, pairs of lying and truthful “suspects” that claimed to have been at a restaurant together at the time the crime was committed were asked a series of questions regarding their visit to the restaurant. When asked anticipated questions (e.g., “at what time did you meet?”; “what did you talk about?”), agreement between pairs of liars did not differ from that between pairs of truth-tellers. However, when asked unanticipated questions, the correspondence between pairs of liars and truth-tellers diverged. The unanticipated questions were spatial in nature (e.g., “in relation to the front door and where you sat, where were the closest diners?”) or temporal (e.g., “in which order did you discuss the different topics you mentioned earlier?”). They were also asked to draw the layout of the restaurant. This approach merits more research. As noted above, catching liars through inconsistencies in their stories is a more reliable method than reliance on unsupported “hunches” based on behavioural cues.

(3) Imposing Cognitive Load

The traditional cognitive load approach is based on the assumption that lying is more cognitively demanding than telling the truth and as such, generates observable signs of cognitive burden. The cognitive theory underlying the approach suggests that the following tasks necessary for the liar, (1) formulating and (2) activating a lie, (3) suppressing the truth, (4) not taking their own credibility for granted, (5) monitoring the interviewer’s reaction (to check if they are getting away with the lie), and (6) constantly reminding themselves to act “truthfully” all exact a cognitive toll on the liar, but not on the truth teller. If the mental demands of lying produce slower response times and decreased movements, perhaps these features can be exploited to help distinguish between honesty and deceit. To test this notion, researchers imposed a cognitive load on participants, hypothesizing that introducing mentally taxing “add-ons” would increase the diagnostic value of the interview. In the first of two studies, half the participants (both truth tellers and liars) were asked to tell their stories in reverse order while the other half were not given this instruction. Observers watching the videotaped interviews were better able to distinguish truth tellers from liars in the “reverse order” group than in the control group. In a second study employing the same design, observers were better able to distinguish truth tellers from liars among the group of participants asked to maintain eye contact with the interviewer than among the group given no such instruction. Research on the “imposing cognitive load”


approach has been limited to the laboratory to date. More research, especially field studies, is the logical next step for this promising alternative to Reid.

Practical reforms to the interrogation practices in both Canada and the United States have been unacceptably slow. The Reid technique, despite numerous critiques, is omnipresent in North America. One wonders if the justice system is largely unaware of much of the research being conducted or if the justice system is simply resistant to recommendations from outsiders. Perhaps the onus rests on the psychologists who conduct newer research to redouble their efforts to make their findings known and to encourage their application. In any case, the impact of psychology on law, at least in the domain of interrogations, has been disappointing.

On a brighter note, strides are being made in the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Norway, where law-enforcement officers have begun to receive training in an approach called PEACE that advocates the use of investigative interviewing as opposed to coercive interrogation. PEACE refers to the five stages through which an officer is to proceed in an investigative interview: (1) Preparation and Planning, (2) Engage and Explain, (3) Account, (4) Closure and (5) Evaluation. The model, grounded in the empirically based principles of the cognitive interview, encourages officers to carefully plan an interview, to explain the process to the detainee and to use non-leading, open-ended questions to gather information. If an officer's emotional involvement in a case contributes to tunnel vision, it follows that to shift from a “heated”, accusatorial, confrontational interrogation to a cognitive, inquisitorial interview may serve to quell the negative effects of investigator bias, and possibly elicit fewer false confessions. Indeed, research on the PEACE model suggests that it is as effective as current coercive interrogation practices in eliciting confessions from criminals, but reduces the incidence of false confessions since it does not subject innocent suspects to psychological coercion.

Where Reid appears to “prescribe” tunnel vision, PEACE permits investigators to remain open-minded and to build a case by searching for the objective truth. Officers gather information through careful planning and investigation, rather than determining guilt based on little more than a “gut” feeling (Reid’s preinterrogation step) and extracting confessions through psychological intimidation. The PEACE model represents a much-needed shift toward better diagnostically. Incorporating some of the tactics described above is likely to contribute to further refinements.

Dr. Brent Snook and his colleagues at Memorial University in Newfoundland are among the leading researchers on police reforms in Canada. They have conducted research on caution comprehension (right to silence and right to counsel), the Reid method, and most recently on the PEACE model of interviewing. In this latest article, initial steps toward reform in Newfoundland are described. The PEACE model has been used in a pilot project at Memorial University, where 45 officers from the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary have already been trained in the method. Training has since been extended to officers from Ontario. It is encouraging that steps are being taken to implement proposed reforms in Canada and elsewhere. The advent of the PEACE model may be an
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indication that the voices of experimental psychologists criticizing the Reid technique are beginning to be heard.

8. Conclusion

Findley and Scott’s observation\(^ {117}\) that some aspects of tunnel vision are prescribed in the Reid technique is important. Most homicide detectives are intelligent, conscientious, and committed to a just outcome. They conduct their interrogations in compliance with the training they received — almost invariably according to the principles of the Reid technique. As we have attempted to show, the principles are scientifically indefensible. Ofshe and Leo\(^ {118}\) noted in 1997:

> [I]nterrogation manual writers and trainers persist in the self-serving and misguided belief that contemporary psychological methods are not apt to cause an innocent suspect to confess — a fiction that is flatly contradicted by all the scientific research on interrogation and confession.

Nothing has changed that would alter this conclusion today, except that the weight of the empirical evidence refuting the validity of the assumptions behind the Reid technique is now much greater. Front line officers are encouraged to depend on unreliable indicators of deception to make inferences about truthfulness. Interrogators are trained to believe that their intuitions about candor are trustworthy when, in fact, they are not. Interrogators are told that innocent suspects will not succumb to the confrontational pressures of the interrogation when, in fact, they often do. Innocent suspects are told that their fingerprints or DNA were found at the crime scene and they may be psychologically manipulated into believing that providing a false confession is in their best interests. The Reid technique’s vast edifice of pseudoscience, misinformation, self-delusion and outright deceit does not advance the objectives of the criminal justice system. In the 1950s, it was heralded as a vast improvement over the barbaric methods it replaced.\(^ {119}\) Such justification stopped being applicable decades ago. There are viable alternatives to the Reid technique. It is time to start using and refining them.
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